
REAP™
Harvest Inventory

PROX™
Harvest Sensor

SIMPLIFY HARVEST DATA
COLLECTION WITH ADVANCED

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gather and manage the harvest data 
you need from every grain cartload 

automatically with REAP™ and PROX™.

PROX™ 

HARVEST 
SENSOR

REAP™ HARVEST
INVENTORY
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WORKING TOGETHER TO MAKE 
YOUR WORK FASTER AND EASIER.

 CAPTURE IT ALL WITH REAP™

Combined with Scale-Tec’s POINT® Scale Indicator, 
REAP™ with Bluetooth® wireless technology 
accurately records and tracks your grain cart 
weight, truckloads, field totals and storage 
inventories seamlessly across multiple devices. 
Sends data securely to where you want it to go. An all-around better way to track harvest data.

FIELDS
Records and tracks field 
totals and creates yield total 
from an unlimited number of 
fields and locations.

CARTS 
Remotely view Field, Truck 
and Destination selections 

on the grain cart, make 
corrections and see and 

tare grain cart scale. 

OPERATORS 
An unlimited number 
of operators can be 

added to the app for 
accurate tracking. 

TRUCKS
Monitors truckloads from 
the field and reconciles 
truckloads to co-op and 
elevator records.

DESTINATIONS
Tracks inventory for 
on-farm storage or 
for deliveries to  
co-ops or elevators. 

REAP™ App for iOS

Search for Scale-Tec REAP in the  
App Store to download the app today! 



Mount directly to your grain cart. 
When a truck comes in proximity 

of PROX, it automatically starts 
recording weight data to REAP.

 TAKE MISTAKES OUT OF 
HARVEST DATA COLLECTION.

 AUTOMATE IT ALL WITH PROX™

Simply mount PROX™ to your grain cart and when it senses a truck in 
its proximity it automatically starts recording weight data to REAP™.  
An easy to see status light illuminates when data collection begins for 
an added level of assurance that every load is being captured.

POINT® Scale Indicator required for use. Patent Pending.

LASER ACCURACY
Built-in LTF laser technology 

detects when the grain cart is next 
to the truck and automatically 

triggers data recording.

AUTOMATIC RELIABILITY
Improves efficiency and 

accuracy by recording every 
grain cartload automatically.

HIGHEST DEGREE  
OF ASSURANCE

Status light illuminates when 
scale is ready to start  

unloading process.

RUGGED DEPENDABILITY
Mounts to any grain cart with 
extremely strong magnet that 

keeps it securely in place 
regardless of field conditions.
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